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Background



Maness, J (2016); Tobin Cataldo et al (2006)

Network with STEM librarian colleagues
Read websites
Conduct selective faculty literature searches
Build relationships

STEM librarian onboarding



Faculty Website

Research interests 
of Professor X: 



Broad categories of research areas





Addressing the Knowledge Gap 1: Google 
Scholar



Excel Spreadsheet



ACRL 2017: Gao and Wallace



Gao and Wallace’s methodology

 Using Scopus, harvested citations from entire university 

 Ran corpus through Mallet, a topic modeling software

 Ran topics through Tableau for visualizations

Visualized research trends



Gao & Wallace’s topics (visualized)



Downloaded Mallet (with 
domestic technical 
support, ie, husband)

 Input titles of articles into 
Mallet for topic analysis

A "topic" consists of a 
cluster of words that 
frequently occur together.

Holly’s 1st attempt: Google Scholar/Mallet



Mechatronics topic model output



My lack of subject expertise did not allow me to 
understand or articulate the larger “grouping” of terms

 Subject experts are able to take these topics and label 
them

 Stopwords an issue

Why I failed with Mallet



Discovery of Voyant Tools



“the gateway drug of text mining applications”



Corpus source: Web of Science



Mechatronics word bag: 234 article titles



Engineering cirrusMechatronics cirrus 

Live demo



This corpus has 1 document with 3,257 total words and 1,134 unique 
word forms. 

Vocabulary Density: 0.348

Most frequent words in the corpus: cells (46); fuel (40); membrane (32); 
control (20); power (20); applications (19); energy (17); thermal (17); 
optimization (16); mechanical (15); method (15); model (14); analysis 
(13); low (13); performance (13); situ (13); degradation (11); heat (11); 
modeling (11); air (10); catalyst (10); design (10); mode (10); pressure 
(10); printed (10); systems (10); conditioning (9); cooling (9); experimental 
(9); flow (9); hydrogen (9); time (9); characterization (8); chemical (8); 
cycle (8); detection (8); effect (8); electrolyte (8); high (8); multi (8); 
oxygen (8); polymer (8); properties (8); sensor (8); study (8); transfer (8); 
combined (7); distribution (7); effects (7); electrodes (7); exchange (7); 
fatigue (7); investigation (7); layers (7); micro (7); point (7); porous (7); 
real (7); refrigeration (7)

Corpus summary statement: Mechatronics



Colocates graph



Keyword in context



Dr Carolyn Sparrey

 Biomechatronics research group 

Remember to shift the lens



Mechanical characterization of biological tissues

 Phenomenological constitutive models of tissues.

 Patient specific technologies

Modeling and simulation of human injury and disease

Accident reconstruction and injury analysis

Design and evaluation of injury prevention devices

Research interests (website)



Terms viewCirrus view

Research interests/Research output



Graham: “big data is simply more data that you could 
conceivably read yourself in a reasonable amount of time –
or, even more inclusively – information that requires 
computational intervention to make new sense of it.”

Voyant Tools rearranges and decontextualizes word 
frequencies, which helps with 
 1. learning vocabulary
 2. macroscope view

Big Data approach to research output



As opposed to close reading (microscope)

A way to pull back, find structures within the data

Macroscope metaphor



 Reading more / reading closely not the solution to an 
understanding of world literature
Canon is small (less than 1% of all texts)
Nobody can read everything!

Distant reading “allows you to focus on units that are 
much smaller or larger than the text: devices, themes, 
tropes, or genres or systems.” 

Franco Moretti: “Distant Reading” theory



 LIS workers not close readers, anyway

 Experts in Metadata 

Difference: we usually work at the object (document) level 
rather than the corpus

Corpus analysis flips our practice: “the sources speak to 
you” (Graham, Milligan and Weingart”

Macroscopes and metadata



 Ronald Hagler: Librarians “shunned” natural language 
access points since the 19th century in favour of controlled 
vocabulary

Mechatronics wordbag contains both “3-D” AND “three-
dimensional.” 

Must acknowledge these limitations

Mistrust of text mining



 Ronald Hagler: “the precision of much of [scientists’] 
terminology and writing gives their natural language many 
of the characteristics of a controlled vocabulary”

 Engineers not prone to puns or wordplay

Rebuttal: Scientific language



NOT
[ALBUM COVER, 
SIMON AND 
GARFUNKLE’S 
BRIDGE OVER 
TROUBLED WATER]



 “Reveal” other corpuses, including journal titles, curriculum 
documents, theses

Map word frequencies to controlled vocabulary (eg, 
collections profiles or broader categories)

 Upload a “word bag” when making selections VERY 
HELPFUL for technical subjects

Further Use for Voyant Tools



Voyant Tools provides 
“macroscope” on 
research output

 Easy entry into word and 
phrase frequencies and 
networks

Assists with an overview of 
the department not 
obtainable through the 
website OR the articles 
themselves

Conclusion
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Questions & Discussion
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